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Inspired by penguins, the formation of an air film on surfaces underwater has been well-researched for

the potential reduction of drag. However, the features that contribute to drag reduction of penguins are

not only the formation of an air layer but also the flow of bubbles along the air layer; basic investiga-

tion of the wetting dynamics of a bubble scattered in an underwater environment has been overlooked.

The focus of our research was microbubble contact on superhydrophobic/superhydrophilic surfaces

underwater. Unlike the adhesion of mist in air, a “coalescence delay” is observed when bubbles make

contact, which influences the deposition dynamics of an air film. The “coalescence delay” is propor-

tional to the size of the bubbles. This study is helpful to understand air/solid/water systems as well as

the drag reduction. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5038910

Nature has always inspired ideas for the design of super-

wetting materials (e.g., lotus, nepenthes and water strider).1–3

Some experimental and theoretical investigations have

shown that the penguin-inspired approach of introducing an

air film on a superhydrophobic surface is an effective method

for the drag reduction underwater.4–8 However, the features

of a penguin’s skin are not only the formation of an air layer

but also the flow of bubbles along the air layer. Therefore, a

real analogue can be considered to be the interfacial dynam-

ics of superhydrophobic surfaces in bubbles scattered under-

water.9 Despite the development of superwetting materials

against air in underwater conditions as well as their potential

application in sensors, transportation, and reactors,10,11 the

wetting dynamics of bubbles scattered underwater have not

been investigated.

Herein, we prepared superhydrophobic and superhy-

drophilic surfaces and studied the wetting dynamics of

contacting microbubbles scattered underwater, as shown in

Fig. 1(a). The bubbles were formed through the electrolysis

of water. A carbon steel plate and a carbon plate were used

as a working electrode and a counter electrode, respec-

tively. To increase the electrical conductivity, 2.0� 10�3 M

K2SO4 was added to the water. The bath water-vapor inter-

facial tension was 71.9 6 3.6 mN m�1 (n¼ 15), and the pH

value was 7.8. An applied current of 0.2–0.3 mA generated

submicrometer-sized bubbles (diameter: 54.1 6 29.6 lm,

n¼ 1000, see supplementary material). The formed bubbles

moved in a vertical direction to the substrates by buoyancy at

a speed of �10 mm s�1 [Fig. 1(b)]. Figure 1(c) shows that the

impact speeds of the microbubble to the substrates were

mostly uniform (within 5 mm s�1). A few bubbles moved at a

higher speed owing to the coalescence on the working elec-

trode, although this was extremely rare.

A superhydrophobic surface was prepared by dipping a

glass plate into a mixture of zinc oxide micro-tetrapod pow-

der and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). The zinc oxide pow-

der was used for roughening the surface structure, and

PDMS was used because of its low surface energy. A super-

hydrophilic surface was prepared by treating a glass plate

with plasma. Figure 2 shows the wettability of the different

surfaces that were prepared. Theoretically, the sum of the

Young contact angle of water and air is approximately

180�.12 Therefore, as the more hydrophobic the solid gets,

FIG. 1. (a) A schematic diagram of the experiment. The wettability-

controlled surface is faced down in a water bath. Bubbles are formed by the

electrolysis of water. The bubble-coating interface is observed using a high-

speed camera. (b) Gas bubble velocity distribution mapping. (c) Time-lapse

distribution of the impact velocity of the bubbles.
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the more aerophilic the solid becomes.10,11,13–15 In the case of

our samples, the superhydrophobic surface was aerophilic

underwater and capable of forming an air film (i.e., unmeasur-

able receding contact angle in a decreasing bubble volume) as

shown in Figs. 2(a)–2(d), whereas the superhydrophilic sur-

face was superaerophobic underwater and the adhesion of the

bubble was relatively low, as shown in Figs. 2(e)–2(h) (i.e.,
Wad¼ cLV(1þcos h), where Wad denotes the adhesion work,

cLV the liquid vapor interfacial tension, and h the droplet con-

tact angle).16 Thus, we anticipated that the wetting dynamics

of the scattered bubbles underwater could correspond to mist

adhesion in air, in which microbubbles simply coalesce on

contact with other bubbles or the air film and grow.17

Interestingly, unlike the mist adhesion in solids or

liquids in air, we noticed that there was a delay between the

contact and coalescence of bubbles (termed “coalescence

delay”), which influenced the deposition mechanism of the

bubbles on the surface. As shown in Fig. 3(a), microbubbles

uniformly adhered onto the superhydrophilic surface (see

supplementary material). This phenomenon was owing to a

“coalescence delay”. When a floating bubble (bubble I)

driven by a buoyancy force (Fb) comes into contact with a

bubble that is adhered on the surface (bubble II), bubbles I

and II do not coalesce owing to the coalescence delay and

bubble I rolls along the curvature of bubble II, as schemati-

cally shown in Fig. 3(b) (left). We defined the time taken by

bubble I to adhere onto the surface as tad. On the superhydro-

philic surface, the highest tad was 20 ms, which was much

smaller than the coalescence delay time (td) of most of the

bubbles observed. In the case tad < td, the bubbles adhered

on the surface rather than coalesce with other bubbles. In

contrast, on a superhydrophobic surface, an air film was

formed, first owing to its wettability, and bubbles that float

along the air film were absorbed by the air film. When

bubble III comes into contact with the air film, a coalescence

delay occurs, and bubble III starts to roll along the air film.

However, the bubble adhesion time is larger than the coales-

cence delay time (tad > td) owing to the large surface area of

the air film. Thus, bubble III is absorbed by the air film

before adhering onto the solid surface.

When a coalescence delay occurs, the bubble “hovers”

on the air film surface (i.e., contact angle�180�). This phe-

nomenon indicated that a thin water layer existed between

the bubble and the air film. Therefore, the delay is the life-

time of the thin water film. Recently, some reports performed

air film mediated hovering of the liquid droplet.18,19

Comparing the bubble coalescence underwater with the cor-

responding liquid droplet coalescence in air, the difference

between the thin film conditions was the mass of the bubble/

droplet and the viscosity of the surrounding space. For bub-

bles to coalesce underwater, the bubble must first penetrate

the thin water film; however, the coalescence time is delayed

because of the small momentum of the bubbles and the

higher viscosity of the water compared with that of air. This

phenomenon indicated that the delay time was in a positive

correlation with the buffering time of the energy dissipation

by interfacial change through coalescence.20 The dissipation

energy through coalescence (Edis) is expressed as Edis ¼ DEkin

þ DEinterf þ Evis,
21 in which DEkin is the change in the kinetic

energy (�qu2r3, in which q is the bubble density, u is the bub-

ble velocity, and r is the radius of the bubble), DEinterf is the

change in the interfacial energy (� �pcLVr2 as long as the size

of the air film is much larger than the size of the bubble), and

Evis is the viscous dissipation energy (�Wq�0.5DlcLV
0.5r1.5, in

which W is the scale factor of the thin water film, q is the gas

density, and Dl is the difference in viscosity between the gas

and water). The bubbles used in this study were obviously

smaller than the capillary length (r < lc
w ¼ cLV

0.5qw
�0.5g�0.5

� 2.7 mm� lc
g ¼ cLV

0.5qg
�0.5g�0.5� 286.2 mm, in which lc is

the capillary length and g is the gravitational acceleration);

therefore, the gravitational influence and the change in the

momentum energy could be ignored. In addition, the mass of

the bubble is small; therefore, the kinetic energy can be

neglected in this experiment (DEkin� 0). Considering the

coefficients in the approximation formula of the plot in Fig.

3(c), the measurement was reasonable in terms of the coeffi-

cient of r3 being almost 0, which means that there is no influ-

ence of kinetic energy on the delay time. Thanks to the large

value of DEinterf and Evis, a coalescence delay was apparently

observed under the studied conditions, and a positive correla-

tion between the bubble size and the delay time was obtained.

We confirmed that a relatively large bubble (2r� 2.1 mm)

was not absorbed in the air layer td > tad even on a superhy-

drophobic surface, as shown in Fig. 3(d). The lifetime of the

target bubble highlighted in yellow in Fig. 3(d) was

�1700 ms, whereas the adhesion time on the air layer was

�140 ms, which fulfills the criterion of tad > td. The bubble

rolls on the air film and settles next to the neighboring air

film. After 1732 ms, the air film and the bubble coalesced.

In conclusion, we studied the wetting dynamics of super-

hydrophobic/superhydrophilic surfaces in the condition of

bubbles scattered underwater. Unlike in air, a “coalescence

delay” of the bubbles was observed under the studied condi-

tions, and the delay time had a positive correlation with the

FIG. 2. Wettability of a superhydrophobic surface (a)–(d) and superhydro-

philic surface (e)–(h). The wettability analyses were the static water contact

angle in air [static: (a) and e and dynamic: (b) and (f)] and underwater air

contact angle [static: (c) and (g) and dynamic: (d) and (h)]. (n¼ 10).
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bubble size. When penguins swim in the sea, flows of scat-

tered bubbles are formed along the air layer.9,22 This bubble

scattering phenomenon can function as a drag reduction tool

for penguins underwater. So far, the biomimetics for drag

reduction relies on a simple air film formation,23 yet the coa-

lescence delay of bubbles strongly influences the interfacial

energy change with time. Since this change can be converted

to kinetic energy,21 the influence of microbubbles on the drag

reduction underwater cannot be negligible. We predict that

the coalescence delay is a key to unravelling penguin-

inspired wetting dynamics.

See supplementary material for the mechanism of gas

generation by electrolysis, the structure of superhydrophobic

coating, and the bubble adhesion behavior on superhydro-

phobic and superhydrophilic surfaces.
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